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Horror and eroticism. Two ingredients that fueled many film scripts viewed in evenings pubescent teenagers and immature males of all ages.
Category myself included of course! A derivative of this obsession that this genre to introduce the heroines as victims, is a series of films
called to evacuate the operating scenario to introduce ourselves as much as possible scenes of nudity.

Naked Horror "Jack Redd is a kind of turnip conducted in 1995. Probably a fan of the genre that fantasized for years on some pretty
actresses who imagined them into small behaviors in a horror movie. But unable to write any script he decided to film three stripteases and
embroider a story about a dream pathetic. The result is one of the worst movies of my life. And believe me when I tell you I've seen turnips.
Enough to eat baby food for the rest of my days! But "Naked Horror" definitely beats all records.

In fact, it is not so much a horror movie than a bad video of the kind produced by Playboy. Girls be stripped for the camera on an elevator
music. Except here, we added a story! A security guard at a convention of fans must monitor kiosks night. Half asleep, he starts to dream
that three "scream queens" (the horror movie actresses who spend all their time yelling at the evil killer and / or demon) remained locked in
the hotel or the place Convention. They appear magically before him one by one and start to do a striptease without explanation. One, two,
three, end of the movie!

If you are fans of Kelly Smith, Jasmin St. Claire or Melissa Silver (I have no idea if they are known by cons) maybe this film will interest you
there. Or not. Others abstain.

In terms of audio-video quality, original material is rather limited quality - images shot during the convention have turned the air in VHS - we
find ourselves with an image transfer pretty lame. Little depth and nuance in colors, cold colors and crisp video too annoying. The sound
also lacks warmth and roundness, even if it irritates us less than in the case of the image.

The only positive is the inclusion of the DVD in addition to a short amateur film of the same director. Entitled "Attack of the 40 Feet Tall
Incredibly Shrinking Women," this funny little film has at least have the decency to have a script. Four friends go to visit a disused army base
and fall on a laser from extra-terrestrial. They accidentally activate and two young women are transformed (and naked!). A miniaturized and
one triple in size. The hero must find a way to reverse the radius to return them to their normal size.

Odds

Film 3

Presentation 6

Supplements 7

Video 6

Audio 6
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